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Two Divas
and a Party

Welcome to Boozin’ Brushstrokes™

Social Painting is a fast-growing experiential brand making
its mark on the traditional nightlife scene.  Millions of men 
and women are choosing social painting as a way to spend
a date night, girls-night out, bachelorette party, corporate 
function  or  fundraising  occasion.   Here  in  Princeton  we
have the unique opportunity to be the only social painting
company in the area.         As   residents
ourselves, we have     always been in
search of fun             ways to spend an
evening without               traveling too far.

With Boozin'                Brushstrokes™ we can 
provide this experience                         to the community and 
promote your location.    Boozin’  Brushstrokes™ will
build upon the commonly            run social-painting
experience by            incorporating fun-�lled
themed painting events in    local bars and restaurants. 
This is an opportunity              for you to gain a wider 
client base  and promote  your  business while at the  same 
time supporting  your  community  by  sharing  your space
for this unique event. 



“Without Atmosphere a Painting is Nothing” ~Rembrandt 

Visit our website: 2Divasandaparty.com
Follow us on Linked In, Pinterest, Instagram and

 Facebook at Two Divas and a Party
or Twitter: @TwoDivasParties

Contact us at: boozinbrushstrokes@2divasandaparty.com

Two Divas and a Party®, P.O. Box 52902,
 331 N. Post Road, Princeton Junction, NJ 08550
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With our relaxed,  fun  environment  and  expert  guidance  
from   local  artists;   customers  will  awaken  their   artistic  
ability  while  visiting  a  new  location - yours!   We  let  our 
painters bring their own snacks or  wine  at  BYO  locations 
or purchase libations  from  locations  with  bars.  We  have 
the art  supplies,  wine  glasses,  ice  buckets  and  talented 
instructors  that  will  turn your neighbors into  artists  and 
future patrons. 

Together we can build a  loyal  customer  base  by  tapping 
into the desire to explore something new  and  creative  in 
a local atmosphere carefully constructed to  bring  out  the
Picasso in everyone.


